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A s a century of modern painting so dramatically

revealed, color is at once the subtlest and most

potent of elements in the expressive artist’s

alchemical cabinet. The complex effects on emotion that color

can inspire from its seemingly inexhaustible variety of

combinations—what the Post-Impressionist Paul Gauguin

called “truly a Chinese puzzle”—account for the effectiveness

of abstraction, which, deprived of its chromatic range, would

quickly come to seem dull and diagrammatic. Even the 

stark energy of black and white, the extremes of the tonal scale,

would soon dissipate if color were not always a potential 

foil. Color is the very pulse of abstract painting, and mastering

its visual nuances and pressing it into ever more complex

service as an expressive device are the principle challenges that

draw painters repeatedly back to those difficult moments 

of initial confrontation with blank surfaces. Color enlivens.

It animates the void, and the power to wield it is both

cumulative and addictive as one explores its intricacies with

an increasingly finer eye.

No doubt much can be read into the fact that jeweler and

metalsmith Barbara Minor stocks her Louisiana studio 

with more than one hundred fifty hues of powdered enamel.

The aesthetic perspective informing her distinctive beads,

brooches, pendants, and earrings obviously acknowledges 

the ability of non-representational form, and of color in

particular, to convey feeling on the part of the maker and 

to sway the emotions of the perceiver. Often deliberately

pursuing this communicative potential of her work by jotting

down adjectives then seeking color combinations that 

might best convey the content of those words, she clearly does

not consider ornamentation a matter of mere superficial

appeal to the eye. Although her works are invariably decorative,

she—like the Symbolist painter Émile Bonnard or the

consummate colorist Henri Matisse—recognizes that the

decorative can be a vehicle of sophisticated psychological

content comparable to the medium of lyric poetry.

This is not to say that all of Minor’s work is driven by the

desire to express specific states of mind or even to develop 

BARBARA MINOR

SUNFLOWER PIN of opaque enamel on copper , fabricated ster ling silver, matte black glass, brass; 11.43 centimeters high x 7.6 centime ters
wide, 2006. HOUSE WITH BANANA PALMS PIN/PENDANT of opaque enamel on copper , twenty-four karat gold f oil, fabricated ster ling silver;
8.9 x 8.9 centimeters, 2006. Photographs by Ralph Gabriner.

Glen R. Brown
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a language of color that is generally consonant with the 

tenor of her thoughts. For the most part, in fact, the process 

of exploring the emotive potential of color in enamel

combinations begins in a far more disinterested manner.

“I really like to experiment,” she explains. “My happiest days

are Saturdays when I can go into my studio and know that the

phone is not going to ring as much and that I can just play

with the enamel and see what happens. Many times what comes

out of that exploration is a lot of thinking. It’s a very fluid

state. My mind isn’t encumbered by all those ‘shoulds’ of the

day. As I’m observing the effects of the color combinations

I’m constantly writing things down. The ideas come as I work.”

While much of the aesthetic effect of Minor’s jewelry is 

a consequence of her ongoing experimentation with enamels,

its characteristic opulence derives equally from a use 

of precious metals, both in a framing capacity and, more

importantly, as an integral part of the enameled surfaces.

In a technique similar to the incorporation of kirikane in

Japanese lacquer ware (whereby thin sheets of metal, usually

gold or silver, are cut into strips or shapes and arranged to

form designs), Minor often arranges small squares, circles 

or other shapes of gold or silver foil into patterns that gleam

through the translucent layers of colored enamel like 

coins in a fountain. The patterns themselves can be indirectly

related to those on Asian fabrics that Minor has collected 

and studied, but in terms of mood perhaps the closest aesthetic

parallel can be found in the paintings of the Austrian artist

known as Hundertwasser. Inspired by Gustav Klimt, another

painter whom Minor particularly admires, Friedensreich

Hundertwasser’s signature compositions of spiraling patterns

of organic squares glow like the lustrous gold and semiprecious

stone tesserae of Byzantine mosaics.

Minor is an expressive colorist with a painter’s sensitivity,

but it is important to note that she is not a painter: not even 

a painter in enamel. Her methods of sifted application are far

removed from the fluidity of brushwork and, in fact, have

more in common with the earliest techniques of applying ash

or galena glazes to pottery. During the firing process the 33
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EXPRESSING COLOR’S NUANCES

ORNAMENT HOUSE WITH GRASS PIN/PENDANT of opaque enamel on copper , fabricated ster ling silv er; 6.9 centimeter s high x 5.08
centimeters wide, 2006. MARIGOLD PIN/PENDANT of opaque enamel on copper, coral, fabricated sterling silver, brass; 10.2 centimeters high 
x 7.62 centimeters wide, circa 2007.
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grains of enamel melt gently one into another, since Minor

does not employ partitions to separate the colors as one

would in the cloisonné technique. The underlying patterns 

of gold or silver foil that are frequent features of her work 

add structure to the compositions, serving as the perfect

counterparts of the crystalline layers of color that coat them.

When Minor seeks to create regular patterns in the enamel

itself, she generally relies on a dry screen-printing technique

similar to the methods of printmakers, although the screen

must be of a fairly large mesh to allow passage of the grains 

of enamel. The patterns produced by this method, most often

squares or other right-angled geometric forms arranged in

grids, typically employ contrasts of warm and cool colors.

Though Minor has experimented with a variety of forms,

the bulk of her production as a jeweler has consisted of

enameled beads in four principal shapes. The earliest of these

were of the Sheet and Dome variety, which she introduced 

in 1989, a few years after exchanging a decade-long teaching

career at the State University of New York at Geneseo for the

life of an independent artist in the more colorful environment

and genial climate of Louisiana. The broad planes of the

hollow disk-like or square-tablet Sheet and Dome beads were

ideally suited for exploration of patterns and surfaces, and34
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EGG AND SPHERE BEADS on Chr is’s Ca bles, of transparent enamel o ver f ine silver foil patter n on f ormed f ine silver, twenty-four karat gold
overglaze decal; lar gest sphere measures 5 centimeter s diameter, 1997. FRONTAL BEADS of tr ansparent enamel o ver various m aterials:
patterned f ine silv er foil on f ormed copper, etched copper, and tw enty-four kar at gold f oil patter n on f ormed copper and f ine sil ver; 
5 centimeters and 3.8 centimeters diameter, 1999 - 2001.

SQUARE CORRUGATED PIN of transparent
enamel o ver corrugated and die-f ormed
copper; 7.62 centimeters square, 2001.
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Minor decorated them with a variety of cut-foil and dry

screen-printed motifs in a wide range of color combinations.

Holed in their raised centers like wheels through which 

a snake chain could pass, the Sheet and Dome beads might be

strung in groups or worn singly as pendants, depending 

upon their size and the inclinations of the wearer. Effective in

design and popular among collectors, they were central to

Minor’s output for many years until changes in fashion led

her gradually to phase out their production.

Created by soldering together two separately formed

concave halves of copper or silver to create a single hollow

body, the Sheet and Dome beads proved easily convertible

into other related objects. Observing that “as soon as you

make necklaces, you’ve got to make earrings,” Minor cleverly

adapted the bead halves to designs not only for enameled

pendant earrings mounted with sheet-silver backings, but for

cufflinks and rings as well. The ring design utilizes a single

gold or silver rivet placed through the center hole of an

enameled half bead. The polished, open end of the rivet serves

as an elegant bezel for a pearl, while the shank of the ring is

simply fashioned from a u-shaped length of gold or silver wire

that has been notched so as to grip the domed enamel top.

The design is ingenious for its incorporation of the versatile

bead halves, but it is also highly effective aesthetically. The two

exposed ends of the shank harmonize beautifully with the

shapes of the pearl, bezel and enameled dome to create a tiered

composition of concentric and adjacent circles.

In the fall of 1990, as a consequence of her ongoing

explorations in design, Minor launched a new series of

lentoid-shaped enameled beads, initially about an inch in

diameter and later ranging up to an inch and a half. Contrary

to the Sheet and Dome beads, these were designed to be

strung laterally rather than through a hole in the center of the

face. Fabricated from two concave silver or copper halves

formed on a dapping block and joined together over a short,

thin silver tube serving as an effective conduit for the chain,

these Frontal Beads present broader, uninterrupted faces on

which to elaborate complex compositions of crystalline 

color and submerged luster. The patterns on these beads, both

symmetrical and asymmetrical, can be truly exquisite.

Veined-onyx checkerboards, spotted leopard skin, quail

feathers, woven rattan, textures on the husk of a nut or 

the minute mazes of metal on computer circuit boards: the

allusions are many. Minor tends not to imitate however, but

rather to absorb the influences of diverse resources and to call

upon these to synthesize patterns that have no precise 35
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EGG AND SPHERE BEADS on Chr is’s Ca bles of tr ansparent enamel o ver twenty-four karat gold f oil on f ormed f ine silver, twenty-four karat
gold and black overglaze decal; largest egg measures 3.8 centimeter s long x 1.9 centimeter s diameter, smallest measures 1.9 cent imeters
long x .64 centimeters diameter, 1999.
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counterpart either in nature or in the textiles, paintings or

other objects of human design that she frequently studies.

Currently, the most numerous of Minor’s beads are of the

Egg and Sphere variety. Originating in the inspiration of

a 1991 birthday gift of some ovoid silver beads from husband

and fellow metalsmith Christopher Hentz, the Egg and 

Sphere Beads bear the same intricate patterns of metal foil,

translucent color, and dry screen-printed enamel found 

on Minor’s previous work, but the bead shapes infuse these

patterns with new dimensions. Formed from metal halves

created by Hentz with custom-made dies and a hydraulic press,

the Egg and Sphere Beads can be described as products of

a true collaboration, something that Minor and Hentz had

sought for years but had never previously achieved. “Before

we were married,” Minor recalls, “Chris and I had this fantasy

of two metalsmiths working side by side, having a wonderful

time in the studio, but it wasn’t that way. It took us a good

seven or eight years of working in the same studio with

separate benches and a wall between us to really understand

each other to the point that collaboration could be seamless.”

Apart from establishing a solid precedent for future

collaborative projects, the Egg and Sphere Beads proved

significant for two developments in jewelry: the creation 

in 2003 of a series of related cylindrical enameled forms that

Minor has appropriately named Spool Beads and earlier,

immediately following the production of the first Egg and

Sphere Beads in 1991, the invention of Chris’s Cables,

designed by Hentz as a sturdier support for the Egg and Dome

beads and now famous among jewelers, designers and bead

collectors for their strength and versatility.

While bead production has been a mainstay of Minor’s

career for the past twenty years, perhaps her most imaginative

work has taken the form of brooches, many of which are

designed to be worn as pendants as well. Her Experimental

Brooches, a highly diverse series introduced in 2005 and

constructed from enameled copper, stones, pearls, gold, and

silver, has developed through pursuit of answers to technical

problems deliberately set for herself. “I like to challenge myself

by trying to achieve a kind of surface that I’ve seen somewhere,”

she explains. “I’ll experiment until I get what I want.

Sometimes it’s conscious and sometimes it isn’t. It can happen

when you least expect it.” One of the most recent of such

experiments utilizes striped seed beads, which are inlaid into

an already fired enamel ground that is then fired once more 

to melt the beads integrally into the surface. This distinctive

technique developed as Minor was exploring possibilities in

one of her newest series, the Floral Pin/Pendants, begun in the

fall of 2006.

These pin/pendants, inspired by Minor’s love of flowers

and their ubiquitous presence in Louisiana, include depictions

of zinnias, amaryllises, sunflowers, marigolds, and the 

tropical parasitic rafflesia, but the forms are clearly meant as

SHEET DISC PENDANT of opaque enamel on copper, twenty-four karat gold overglaze decals, sterling silver, chain; 7.62 centimeters diameter,
1996. SPOOL BEADS of transparent enamel over twenty-four karat gold foil and fine silver foil on formed copper and f ine silver, micro-chasing
on sterling silver, 3.8 - 5 centimeters long x 1.9 - 2.54 centimeters diameter, 2005 - 2006, in collaboration with Christopher Hentz.
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abstractions rather than literal representations. “The marigold

got its name because of the colors,” she explains. “So many

times, the way a piece reads to me comes strictly from the

enamel.” Precious metals, glass and semiprecious stones 

such as reddish-orange carnelians form a vibrant supporting

cast in relation to the enamel surfaces in these works, and the

primary impression is of bright, appealing color and buoyant

emotional states. This is equally true of a related pin/pendant

series, the Houses, that she began in the same year. Depicting

simple dwellings surrounded by grasses or banana palm

leaves, these forms, like the Floral Pin/Pendants, respond 

to Minor’s immediate environment, her own home and 

garden, but also express through color the sense of refuge and

cheerfulness that these inspire in her. In this respect they

achieve the highest of goals that she sets for her work. “When

people see the Floral and House Pin/Pendants,” she remarks,

“their immediate reaction is to notice how happy they are,

and at the time I started making them I was very happy.

That’s exactly the feeling I want to convey.”

SUGGESTED READING

Darty, Linda. The Art of Enameling: Techniques, Projects,
Inspiration. New York: Lark Books, 2004.

LaFerla, Jane. Bead Love: Simply Fabulous Jewelry with 
Big Beautiful Beads. New York: Lark Books, 2006.

Liu, Robert K. “Chris’s Cables,” Ornament Magazine,
Volume 26, No. 3 (2003): 68-9.

FLYING HOUSE PIN/PENDANT of opaque
enamel on copper , twenty-four kar at gold
leaf, cast ster ling silv er; 5 x 5 centimeter s,
2008, in collaboration with Christopher Hentz.

SPOOL BEADS AND MICRO-CHASING CLASP in Continuous Thread Necklaces of transparent enamel over twenty-four karat gold foil and fine
silver foil on f ormed copper and f ine silver, micro-chasing on ster ling silver, cotton, crocheted vintage Ger man glass beads; spoo l beads
measure 3.81 - 5 centimeters long x 1.9 - 2.54 centimeters diameter, 2005 - 2006, in collaboration with Christopher Hentz.
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